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New president chides
college on ‘marketing’
By Criss Van Loon

John Monaghan asks students to sign his petitions which claim the
Student Senate has violated articles of the Senate Constitution. The
Senate will appoint a committee to investigate the charges.

Vet’s petitions charge
11 Senate violations
By Larry LoVetere

The Student Senate found itself in hot
water Tuesday as it came under fire from
John Monaghan, president of the CD
Veterans’ Club.
• Senate members Barb Angell, Andrea
Swanson, Steven Dunaway, and newly
elected members Ray Conmey, Helen
Petry, Joel Lesch and Katie Clemens were
informed by Monaghan that he was cir¬
culating 11 petitions which dealt with ar¬
ticles of the Senate Constitution that the
Senate violated.
The conflict started when Monaghan at¬
tempted to run three of his Vets’ Club
members for Senate positions. Two of the
three were refused because they did not
have at least a 2.00 grade point average.
Monaghan then charged that the Senate let
two freshmen run for Senate positions
when they did not meet the grade point
average requirement, since they had no
grade point at all.
Monaghan wanted to take up the issue
with the Senate Constitutional committee,
another area where he said the Senate had
violated an article.
The Senate had appointed a Chief
Justice which, violates Article 4, Section 1
of the constitution that says the post must
be filled by general election. After his ap¬
pointments, the new Chief Justice’s
qualifications were never checked,
Monaghan said.
Monaghan also brought numerous other
charges before the Senate, among them
the allegation that a student from Delta
College was barred from the elections and
that another was denied the right to par¬
ticipate as a candidate because “he was a
trouble maker.”
He claimed that Kappa students could
only vote in elections involving Kappa
positions. Delta students could only vote
for candidates for Delta posts, and so on.
This claim, however, was based on an out¬

dated copy of SG’s constitution.
Monaghan said a rule stating that there
must be standing committees was also
violated. Monaghan commented to the
Senate, “Sen. Dunaway tried to have
senators appointed to fill these vacancies,
but his efforts were thwarted.”
Monaghan continued, “I would like at
this point in time to file a protest on illegal
procedures by the Senate.”
It was agreed that the problem would be
presented before the constitutional com¬
mittee, which would be made up of Senate
members. Monaghan also argued “How
can you possibly get a fair hearing when
they appoint their own Chief Justice?”
Monaghan then threw questions at the
Senate, “If the president knows the con¬
stitution, how can he knowingly break the
rules? How can the Senate justify these ac¬
tions?”
Sen. Dunaway fielded the questions,
“What I suggest you do is get your peti¬
tions signed, hand them to the constitu¬
tional commitee, and a decision will be
made. Due process will be served.”
It was then brought up that Monaghan
was making his allegations with the use of
an outdated copy of the constitution.
Within minutes it was discovered that Jim
Houston, Director of Student Activities,
also operated from the outdated version.
Dan Bagley, Student Body president
commented later “Can we help it if no one
ran for Chief Justice? First they complain
because we operated with vacancies and
then they complain when we appoint so¬
meone. There’s a clause that gives us the
power to do that. Amendments were made
to the constitution and so some of his ac¬
cusations were wrong.”
Monaghan claimed that the newly ap¬
pointed Chief Justice, Jeff Rus, and
Bagley were good friends.
Bagley responded to that accusation,
“That’s a dead lie.”

Dr. Harold McAninch, College of
DuPage’s new president, told campus ad¬
ministrators Tuesday that he felt DuPage
was doing a poor marketing job. They
were, however, doing a good recruiting
job.
According to the marketing concept,
marketing is giving the students what they
want. Recruiting is selling the students on
what the college has. McAninch said CD
hasn’t yet found its audience or designed
programs for that audience.
In defining the college’s role in the com¬
munity, McAninch said he “feels strong¬
ly” about working directly with business
and industry in the community college
district, almost to the point of designing
the programs they want and need.
“Every administrator should become
actively involved in the community,”
McAninch said.
He said that it is the community which
is, through taxes, paying the ad¬
ministrator’s salaries. The community
college, he said, should be doing a job for
the community.
Because he has yet to officially take of¬
fice, McAninch made only general com¬
ments concerning his plans for the school,
with one exception. He defined one of his
highest priorities as the proposednew per¬
manent building. He has been working
with DuPage administrators and state

agencies in efforts to get the building con¬
structed.
This building will probably be the last
building on campus to get state support for
at least 10 years, he said.
The building was originally to house a
new LRC, but plans now call for a multi¬
functional building.
“If you know you’re not going to get an
additional building, (you should) get the
best use possible (from the one you are
getting).”
Please turn to Page 9
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Editorial comment

Part-timers see it all
By Margaret Berg

Teachers — even presidents — come
and go, but part-time students go on
forever. If you don’t see them one
quarter, you will the next, looking for a
parking
space.
When the final
cornerstone is laid for whatever last
addition, there will be the part-time
students, still in the mud, looking for a
parking space.
This long experience of seeing the same
mistakes happen as before should make it
mandatory to demand the presence of a
part-time student on each committee, ses¬
sion, faculty meeting or executive con¬
ference. If kings once had a court jester to
remind them they were slightly ridiculous
and human, can CD do less? (The queen
had no need for a court jester as she had
the king.)
The part-time student reads the Courier
with a sense of having read it all before:
parking, food service, student govern¬
ment. If taxation without representation
becomes a rallying cry at CD, watch out.
Admittedly the part-time students have
great holes in their college knowledge.
They may have never seen the marsh, the
inner courts, the cafeteria, the gym (do we
have a gym?) or the mail buildings in
daylight. But beware, like the child view¬
ing the emperor in p.j.’s, he does notice
certain oddities.

Alpha will offer a course in Human Sex¬
uality. Now, unless I have missed
something during the past fifty years,
there are two sexes whether we like it or
not, and some don’t. The CD Quarterly
states that Human Sexuality is to be a
focused program to study human sexuali¬
ty: ethically, socially, and biologically. It
is to be led by Ernie, Fred and Peter. The
class promises lively discussions. I can
think of one discussion before the class
starts. If you don’t see what’s funny, you
must be an instructor.
The College of DuPage has developed
and pioneered excellent technical pro¬
grams. The LTA (Library Technical Assis¬
tant) offers a certificate or an associate
degree. The LTA graduates are
paraprofessionals and are employed as
such in public, school, and private
libraries. Now there is one library that
does not recognize the LTA, where they
have no job classification or pay rate scale
as an LTA. That is our own Learning
Resource Center. The LRC will employ an
LTA, but as a clerk, a position open to any
willing student seeking campus employ¬
ment.
As they say down home in the back coun¬
try, “T’ err is human but t’ admit it haint.”

Custodian-evangelist Ernie Carter —

‘Straight advice with gentle understanding’
By Janet Moran

Ordained minister, full-time evangelist,
and personal confidant of many CD
students are some of the ways to describe
college custodian Ernie Carter.
Carter has been an employee here for
eight years. During that time he has form¬
ed numerous close relationships both on
and off campus.
His first contact with a student came
about because someone knew he liked to
work with young people. His abilities in
counseling students has spread by word of
mouth and he has developed a reputation
as a man who gives straight advice and
gentle understanding.
Carter was one of the organizers of what
is presently the largest club on campus,
the Campus Christian Fellowship. It
originally began in Carter’s apartment
with five to six people. Now there are 50 to
60 members.
Campus Christian Fellowship is a Bible

study that meets every Friday night in a
home in Wheaton. They also have cof¬
feehouses and retreats thoughout the year,
plus a Bible study on campus during the
week.
The retreats are held every fall and spr¬
ing. The next one will be held in April at
the George Williams camp in Lake
Geneva, Wis.
The interest in the club continues to
grow. “Thank God for that,” said Carter,
“Now it is just like popcorn, popping all
over.”
Drugs and family relationships seem to
be the main problems in students’ lives.
Carter says drugs are just as prevalent to¬
day as eight years ago.
When asked about some of the specific
problems, he said, “Each problem is dif¬
ferent, some smaller, some a little deeper,
but they are all problems. ’ ’
Soft-spoken Carter said, “It’s been a
blessing working with the students. Since I

have been working here I really have built
a lot of close relationships with students,
plus a relationship with some of the
parents.”
Not all parents have been receptive to
Carter’s personal involvement so Carter
feels he has to “just let God take over.”
Many students retain lasting friendships
with Carter. Recently a student returned
after graduating with an Art degree to talk
to Carter about his disappointment at not
i nding a job.
Carter’s pragmatic answer was, “God
gave you the talent. He has a job for you.
You can’t give up just because three or
four floors were slammed in your face.”
Carter was ordained at a Baptist
Seminary in Louisiana and will start addi¬
tional studies this winter at Moody Bible
Institute in Chicago. He is trained in the
area of Evangelism and feels this is where
God wants him to be. He hopes to continue

his work with young adults, but he said “I
will go where ever God wants me to be.”

Ernie Carter
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Maintenance worker
is mom and student
By Michael Scaletta
Not a day goes by that one does not hear a CD student complain
about the hassles of everyday school life.
Consider the case of Haroldeane “Bunny” Markel, a maintenance
worker at CD. *
Mrs. Markel, is a mother of two who lives in Wheaton with her hus¬
band, Jack.
Several years ago Jack, a tool and dye maker, was operated on for
removal of cartilage in his knees and lost the use of his legs. He was
forced to quit his job and was faced with the problem of finding a new
career.
He decided to go back to school to find a trade. He also had a sur¬
prise for Haroldeane.
“He told me I was going to take the GED test (she did not finish high
school) and go on to college to find a career in case something happen¬
ed to him,” recalls Mrs. Markel. She was not too enthusiastic about
this, since she had not been in school for some 20 years.
But she went through with it anyway. Studying for five months
straight, she passed the five tests in June of 1977. Then she enrolled at
Hawkin Tech and transferred to CD last year.
Now she is attending Elmhurst College from 8 to 10 p.m. daily, stu¬
dying art.
Life is not a bed of roses for Mrs. Markel. She gets up at 6 a.m.,
makes breakfast for her children, and sends them off to school.
She must get to CD by 7 a.m. to start work. After getting off work at
3:45 p.m., she drives home and prepares dinner. Then it’s to Elmhurst
to make her 8 p.m. class (where she tries her best not to fall asleep.)
At times she threatened to quit, but she does think the experience
has changed her life. She feels she is more confident around people
and her husband says she is articulate.
In the future she hopes to teach art or work with handicapped
children. All in all, she is looking to the future and life couldn’t be bet¬
ter.
Now, what was that you were complaining about?

Maybe the lost is found
You will not find your lost kid
brother, but if you are missing a
book, calculator, hat, scarf, jacket
or jewelry, take a look through the
Security Officer’s Lost and Found.
Car keys and eyeglasses are also
popular items that clog the
cabinets in the Security Office,
A1001.

Telephone Information
Playback System
858-2871 or 858-2917
Ask for Christmas jobs tape #17

Faith Pillow
Jazz-Rock Vocalist

Wednesday
Concert
Series

Dec. 6
11:30 a.m.
in the
Campus Center

‘Texas-style’ blues
to be featured Dec. 1-2
Blues guitarist Fenton Robinson will be the star of the last CD cof¬
feehouse of the fall quarter on Dec. 1 and 2 at 8 p.m. Admission is $2.50.
Robinson, who has been playing his own style of blues for more than
25 years, describes his playing as “Texas-style,” according to an arti¬
cle in the November issue of Guitar Player magazine.
“The blues means a lot to me,” he says. “It’s American music, and
it has taken me a long way as far as survival is concerned — it has kept
me out of big trouble and really helped me a lot. To be a good blues
musician, you have to live the blues. To be a good blues musician, you
have to live it and be with it all the time.”
Robinson was bom on a plantation in Mississippi and made his first
guitar when he was 11 — it was a cigar box with a piece of board for a
neck, nails for the heads and bailing wire for strings. His first storebought guitar was purchased for $13 when he was 16.
Starting in with a four-piece Memphis-based band in 1951, he moved
on to form his own band, Fenton Robinson and the Castle Rockers, in
1955 and toured across the south.
Robinson cut his first records when he was 22 and moved to Chicago
in 1961 because he thought “there was more of a record industry there
than in the South and more opportunity.”
He also began to study music theory and studied for eight or ten
years at a Lyon & Healy music store.
During the early 70’s Robinson formed the Fenton Robinson Blues
Band and toured the country until 1975 when he was sent to Joliet
Prison on an involuntary manslaughter charge dating back to 1969. He
served nine months there and was released at the earliest possible
parole date after blues critics and fans appealed to the parole board
for his release.
Although Robinson’s performances at CD will be held in the Cof¬
feehouse itself, there are plans to expand future Coffeehouse events to
include daytime concerts in the new A bldg, cafeteria as soon as it

Not all of the articles are day to
day material.
The most unusual piece of pro¬
perty to be returned was a fetal
PigOne oddity among the list of lost
articles not returned was one glass
eye.

Christmas-^V
Jobs -ZUS
Call T.I.P.S.

Free
Admission
Student Activities

SWEETROLL

opens.

Alpha to open station
for winter in Florida
John Lemon, art instructor, together with Alpha One will be opening
a field station for winter quarter in Sarasota, Fla. The station will be
available to a variety of student opportunities.
Alpha said fine arts students can benefit from a fresh outlook and
freedom from the usual routine to create with renewed vigor; students
can take advantage of Lemon’s workshops in creativity; students in
general education classes can work out projects with their instructors
to do some research using the station as a base.
A number of contacts have been made to facilitate a variety of
special short term projects from biological collections to the study of
native Americans, from the analysis of a subculture to the uniqueness
ofthetheatre.
.
„„
.
Resources range from Bradenton Community College to New Col¬
lege in Sarasota to the Ringling Brothers Museum.
Costs in addition to tuition are $10 per day per student. This does not
include food nor personal expenses. Students will also be responsible
for their own transportation to Bradenton. Once there, public
transportation is plentiful.
Interested students should contact the Alpha Office, J107, ext. 2356
or John Lemon, ext. 2112 in M135B.
s

st foods hamburgers, hot dogs, fried chicken, polish sausage, hot beef, grilled cheese, seafoods
irimp fish) pizza, french fries, onion rings, soups, sandwiches: ham and cheese, chicken salad,
m salad, poor boys continental juices, milk, tea, coffee, carbonated beverages, donuts, sweetrolls,
it, cereals, hard boiled eggs, pies and cakes novelty items potato chips, snack foods, health foods,
Okies, candy and gum, nuts, yogurt, ice cream, etc.
ming soon!
new hot food service in
ilding A, Room ATI06. The
:ility will remain open 24
urs a dav.

Hot food will be served from
7am to 2pm Monday through
Friday and 4:30pm to 9pm
Monday through Thursday.

<5> Campus Center
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And sometimes see it clearly —

For the FIRST TIME in

Students share latest in botany
By Kathy Root
Students taking Biology 101 at
the Downers Grove South exten¬
sion division are learning from a
specialist in that field.
Christine Niezgoda is a botanist
at the Field Museum who uses a
microscope that magnifies a
million times. She also has been
teaching part time at CD for
more than four years.
Chris’ enthusiasm and positive
approach to teaching comes
through to the students. She keeps
abreast of new developments and
discusses the sometimes amazing
accomplishments of fellow scien¬
tists.
Students get a bonus, too. For a
field trip they are given a personal¬
ly escorted trip into the non-public
areas of the Field Museum and
given a demonstration of the Scan¬
ning Electron Microscope (SEM)
there.
Chris is a Museum Specialist and
does identifying work on the SEM
for the Botany Department at the
Museum. Through literature
research in their extensive
libraries, the SEM work, and
recognition of other traits, she
identifies flowering plants of Cen¬
tral and South America. The dried

and bounce off the surface of an
opaque specimen (rather than
passing through an extremely thin
section). Because it is able to
magnify up to one million times,
this procedure greatly facilitates
the study of whole specimens or
surface structures, such as those
found in pollen grains, which is one
way of identifying plants.

WDCB guide
to programs
free on request

LEGAL SECRETARIES
The monies from the DuPage
County Legal Secretary Scholar¬
ship will be used for this winter and
spring term. The applicant must
have successfully finished
Secretarial Science 251 and
Business Law 211. Applications
may be picked up in the
Secretarial Science Department,
A3067F, and in the Financial Aid
Office, K126. The application
deadline is still Dec. 15. Please call
858-2800, Ext. 2251 for more in¬
formation.

<Ytc/ffdr\
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Nursing notes
policy change
in admissions

The ultimate in sight and sound
V
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THE SORCERER S APPRENTICE
(C Wall Disney Ptoduciuns

HARD CONTACT LENS

2 PAIRS:

$120

SOFT CONTACT LENS

$179
What type of Contact Lens is best for
you? If you want Contact Lenses, but are
not sure what type, call Contact Lens
Consultants. After a complete eye ex¬
amination and consultation, we can help
you decide.
THE ABOVE PRICES ALSO INCLUDE:
• A COMPLETE EYE EXAMINATION
• ALL CHECK UP VISITS FOR 1 FULL YEAR
• IN OFFICE TRIAL FITTING
• ALL SUPPLIES
• INSURANCE
• THE LATEST IN SOFT LENSES THAT
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BOIL
• TOP QUALITY CONTACT LENSES
INCLUDING BAUSCH & LOMB *
AMERICAN OPTICAL” & HYDROCURVE ■
• ASK ABOUT OUR “MONEY BACK
WEARERS GUARANTEE!"
TJ

>!

THESE PRICES GOOD
WITH THIS COUPON
_ONLY

mu imc

APPOINTMENTS ONLY — CALL

834-1963
MASTER CHARGE & BANKAMERICARD ACCEPTED

/-CONTACT LENS CONSULTANTS
I
Elmhurst Professional Building
1333 W. 1st St.
Elmhurst, III. 60126^

CbrUSTTOAS
CONCeRT
The Performing Arts Depart ment
presents the 12th Annual C hnstmas
Concert featuring Poulenc’s Gloria
, and Shaw's The Many Moods ol
Christmas

Featuring the College ol DuPage

Si u iday. December 3,1978

Community Chorus with Symphony
Orchestra directed by Dr. Carl A.
Lambert with Mrs. Barbara Geis.

8:15 p.m.
Performing Arts Center
Building M
Free Admission

accompanist

f//y

Sorry, no passes or
reduced tickets
for this attraction

RITE OF SPRING

A free program guide for the fallwinter quarter is now available
from WDCB (90.9 FM), the college
Chris Niezgoda
radio station.
The guide gives a time schedule
plants are mounted, labeled and
added to the herbarium which and brief descriptions for each pro¬
contains over Vh.
million gram series aired on WDCB.
The music played runs from
specimens.
The original collection was classical to jazz. Each program
brought here for the Colombian has several hours of good recorded
Exposition and the Museum has music presented by a
been adding to it since 1927 when it knowledgeable host, with in¬
formative comments about the
opened.
The Scanning Electron music being played.
“WDCB has something on the air
Microscope is a new instrument in
which a beam of electrons scan every broadcast day for
everyone,” commented station
manager Robert Blake.
To receive the guide and be plac¬
ed on the station’s mailing list for
future guides, call 858-2800 during
the business day, or write WDCBFM, College of DuPage, Glen
Rowley, a former DuPage Ellyn, IL 60137, and enclose your
basketball star, was critically in¬ name and address.
jured last April in an auto acci¬
dent. The crash left Rowley with
burns over 75 per cent of his body.
Another goal beaten last Satur¬
day night was the women’s na¬
tional record at a weight “dead
lift.” Karen Gajda hoisted 335
The Associate Degree Nurs¬
pounds to take the crown. Her at¬
ing Admissions Committee has
tempt at a world record of 350
announced that there has been a
pounds came up short.
In another feature of the even¬
change in the admissions policy
for this year. The present policy
ing, Deborah Cargal of Glen Ellyn
states that interested students
was named Miss Midwest, topping
15 other contestants.
must have the Biology and
Chemistry admissions re¬
Three finalists were chosen in
quirements met by Feb. 1 in
the Male Physique show. Mario
order to be considered for ad¬
Nevis of Chicago, Dennis Delnagro
mission to September class.
of Genoa and Lance Dreher of
The change in the policy
Chicago beat a field of 12.
allows students who complete
Chicago sports personalities
the Biology and Chemistry re¬
were also present. Eric Soderholm
quirements by the end of Winter
of the White Sox, Bill Buckner of
Quarter, March 26, to be con¬
the Cubs, Tom Boerwinkle of the
sidered if there are not enough
Bulls and Tom Hicks from the
students who have completed
Bears appeared at Willowbrook.
the courses by the Feb. 1
The benefit was sponsored by
deadline. If you have questions
Bob Gajda’s and Lewis Jopfe’s
contact the Nursing Office in
Sports Fitness Institute, an
A2100, ext. 2166.
athletic training center at 628
Roosevelt Rd., Glen Ellyn.

800 raise $6,600
at Rowley benefit
By Pete Garvey
Two goals were exceeded in a
benefit for injured student Tom
Rowley held at Willowbrook High
School last Saturday.
Most importantly, approximate¬
ly $6,600 was raised for Rowley’s
$250,000 hospital bill, besting a goal
of $6,000.
Some 800 people paid $7 each to
see exhibitions of male physique
and the Miss Midwest Beauty
pageant. Two dollars of every $7
went to Rowley.

STEREOPHONIC SOUND

I

+

vl) College of DuPage Performing Arts
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CD Student Activities
presents

Fenton Robinson
the Chicago bluesman
who wrote Boz Scagg’s classic
“Somebody Loan Me A Dime’’

See him at the CD Coffeehouse

#

Friday and Saturday, Dec. 1 and 2
8 p.m. - Admission $2.50
Coffeehouse is located in the white farm building adjacent to J Bldg.
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Fire Science chief
to resign for UC job
By Wally Orton
John Senffner, coordinator of the
Fire Science program, is resigning
after 9% years of building one of
the best programs in the state.
Senffner will be moving on to the
University of Chicago where he
will be in charge of safety for the
University of Chicago medical
center which includes 13 clinics,
hospitals and medical centers.

John Senffner

Fire science was practically ob¬
solete back in 1968 when CD
started its program. Now there are
approximately 25 programs in the
state and 350 programs in the na-

Sarkisian gets
top park award
Sevan Sarkisian, coordinator of
Recreational Leadership here,
has been presented the Illinois
Park and Recreational Profes¬
sional Fellow Award.
The fellowship award is the
highest the Illinois Park and
Recreation Association gives for
an individual’s contributions.
Sarkisian, who has more than 20
years of professional experience,
began his career as an athletic
supervisor for the Skokie Park
District. He then was employed by
the Evanston Recreation Depart¬
ment from 1961 to 1970 as super¬
visor of community centers and
playgrounds. He joined College of
DuPage in 1970 as coordinator of
Recreational Leadership and
redesigned and implemented the
recreational leadership cur¬
riculum to meet today’s needs.

tion. Senffner says, “CD can be
proud to say that they got many of
these programs started.”
Senffner, who is presently the
college’s only full-time fire science
instructor, teaches three fire
science classes.
“There are 96 students in my
classes this quarter but there are
approximately 124 students involv¬
ed in the program as a major. The
rest are taking general studies
courses this quarter,” he said.
CD has graduated close to 800
students in the fire science pro¬
gram since 1968. About 450 of the
students are presently affiliated
with fire service. The program has
really boomed over the last 10
years considering the fact that
there was only one student that
graduated from CD in fire science
in 1970.
Back when Senffner went to col¬
lege there was no such thing as a
major in fire science. He started
his career in fire science at Lewis
University as a student, when he
became a charter member of the
Lewis U. fire brigade. Soon after
this he was elected president of the
brigade.
Upon graduation from Lewis U.
. with a business degree, he attend¬
ed Oklahoma University which had
one of the early fire science pro¬
grams in the nation.
He then graduated with a degree
in fire science and became a
member of the city of Joliet fire
fighters. He joined CD’s staff nine
years ago and became program
coordinator five years ago.
Senffner calls his move to
Chicago “a growth position and a
challenging one.” He adds that
“I’ve already made as much con¬
tribution to CD as I can and now
it’s time to move on.”
Senffner especially wanted to ex¬
tend his gratitude to the CD faculty
for helping the fire science pro¬
gram become a major at CD and
for helping the students set up their
general studies program to go
along with their fire science pro¬
gram.
“We never would have got the
program off of the ground without
the cooperation of the CD faculty,”
he said.
Senffner’s resignation becomes
effective Dec. 17 and a replace¬
ment has not been decided upon
yet.

Gone south for the winter. The guy who lived here obviously knew what was com¬
ing and took off early. The home he left is resting in a small tree on the north side of
J Bldg.
Photo by Darin Van Witzenburg
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Attention!
All
CD students
and faculty

Unlimited racquetball/handball
court time during the month of
December is just $25 with the pur¬
chase of a $15 one-year discount
membership at Cove Courts.
495-2285

350 Udest 22nd Street
Lombard, Illinois 60K8
(V2 block east of Finley Rd.)

Concert W, to Ensemble, Jazz Comlv

diristnuu I'afi’rmana:
Wednesday tatkri5,w$

Seven thirty firn
rafbnnutij Mis Center rfAf.U

BAND

Aamfcwn Fire
kohcit AlaislialJ aWurtPNL

College of DuPage Performing Arts
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The Courier is a weekly news publi¬
cation serving College of DuPage.
Editorial offices are in the white bam
east of J Bldg. Telephone, 856-2800,
ext. 2379 or 2113. Advertising rates
available upon request. The college is
located at Lambert Road and 22nd
Street, Glen Ellyn, Ill. 60137.

(Editorial
opinions do not
necessarily represent the views of
the staff or the College of DuPage.)
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SG circus —
That’s entertainment!
Bagley’s Circus was on the air once
again Tuesday.
I find it difficult to take Student Govern¬
ment as seriously as they seem to take
themselves. As a reporter I have tried
desperately to avoid Student Senate
meetings. Unfortunately, I was suckered
into one Tuesday.
The prime attraction I heard was a list of
Bozo No-Nos to be presented to the Senate
by the Vets’ Club. But before I could hear
these magic words I had to sit through:
Student Government Orientation for
New Senators — Four new senators were
elected last week. They were told to plan
for a week-end “at Lake Geneva or
someplace equally as nice.” Why? To
learn how things were done the SG way.
It seems to me that a list of guidelines
would not only be cheaper, but also pro¬
vide less distractions. But the weekend
that SG is planning is budgeted under
“meeting expenses” in their yearly
budget. May as well put the money to good
use.
Night Meetings for the Senate — One
senator sensed many students felt
alienated toward the school. This could be
solved by offering them a student senate

meeting to attend. As it appeared to the
Senate, most night students spent too
much time “sitting around, drinking cof¬
fee and waiting for their next class.”
Naturally, they assumed, this time could
be put to productive use. The senators
defined the Senate meeting as productive
usefulness. I was anxious to ask students
if they felt the Student Senate meetings
they had attended had roused their school
spirit and increased their sense of produc¬
tiveness. Unfortunately, I have yet to find
a student who has attended a Senate
meeting out of anything but force.
As a group. Student Senate expects to be
taken seriously. As I stated earlier, I just
can’t. It may have something to do with
their-attitudes toward each other.
Male members of the Senate are refer¬
red to as ‘Senator’ Dunaway, ‘Senator’
Lesch, etc. The women members of the
senate are called upon as Andrea, not
‘Senator’ Swanson, just Andrea; or Katie,
or — you get the idea. I sense a bit of
discrimination.
I didn’t sit through the whole thing; I
couldn’t. I felt a need to protect my mental
health.
— Chriss VanLoon

Snow crew good job!
Believe it or not, this editorial is to
praise someone for a job well done, not to
rip somebody or degrade somebody or
brand somebody a long-haired, hippytype, pinko-communist.
This is merely to point out the fine job of
snow removal done these past few days on
campus.
Since I walk every day from the Courier
Barn to A Bldg., I am able to notice the
conditions of the campus, the parking lots
and Lambert Rd. in particular.
I also noticed with just a little pride that
the parking lots, Lambert Road and 22nd
Street were in much better condition than
any of the many roads that I travel to
and from school each day.
Even as late as 6 p.m. on Monday, the
crews were busy working clearing the
gravel pit, er, the gravel parking lot west
of A Bldg. Constant clearing is done on
campus.
To say the very least, that is a greater
improvement over the five to six

snowbanks that I got stuck in Monday and
Tuesday in such efficient metropolises as
Wheaton, Downers Grove and Winfield.
It must also be remember, that during
last December when school was cancelled
because of another typical Chicago
snowstorm, even though school was calledoff, the crews had almost cleared all of the
campus by the time I had arrived at 8 a.m.
Fantastic!
Maybe our team can have the surroun¬
ding cities send their crews to us to learn to
keep up an efficient system.
Butterfield Road is a disaster in snowy
weather. Roosevelt Road is an insult to
any driver. Route 53 is a sure death-trap,
and that’s not counting the traffic. I don’t
even want to have to think about the condi¬
tions of side streets.
The point is that more often than not,
regular city crews decide to get their
plows moving oh, around nine or ten in the
morning. Nothing like efficiency, is there?
— Pete Garvey

Letter to the editor
Socials on this page a farce
To the editor:
What is this world coming to?
I noticed in my last issue of the Courier
an editorial congratulating two CD
students because of their engagement. I
happen to be acquainted with those two
students, and I think that they’re two fine
people and it’s wonderful that they’re
engaged, but why does the editor use
valuable editorial space to rave about his
claim that the girl involved is “one of the
sweetest students on campus”?
Are we now going to have a society page
added to the Courier, listing all the recent

engagements and marriages of CD
students? If this is to be, I hope that you
will also include pictures of the happy
couples, so that it will seem more like a
real newspaper.
But I wonder how many students noticed
that the person who wrote the editorial in
question is the same lucky student who is
now engaged to “one of the sweetest
students on campus.” That is why I
thought the editorial was such a farce.
This campus must be really hard up for
real news.
Penny Stritch

Letters to the editor
‘Lively forum’ is open
Dear editor and reader of the Courier:
Since joining the staff of the college a lit¬
tle over a month ago, I have been duly im¬
pressed with the vitality of the college pro¬
gram, the commitment of its students and
staff to learning of all varieties, and the pi¬
quant relevance of its services.
It has been well over 10 years since I
have observed a student newspaper that is
as widely read (as, indeed, you are now do¬
ing) and concerned with issues and events
in an academic community as is the
Courier. The fact that you are mentally in¬
gesting these words before your eyes
weakens the contentions of apathy at Col¬
lege of DuPage of which I have heard.
Since you are reading this, it is obvious
that-crt-4east-4/21, 312th -of- the enrolled
population is interested in college affairs. I
would venture to guess there are more!
At any rate, I would like to take up Pro¬
fessor Ellenbaum’s suggestion of a “lively
... forum for dialogue” (11-16-78) and an¬
nounce that I shall be available for input,

discussion, comment, clarification, etc.,
from concerned individuals a little closer
to where they are. Starting Nov. 13,1 shall
be available in the Student Assistance
Center (A2012) Mondays from noon until 1
p.m., to receive any and all communica¬
tions any students wishes to make. Of
course, my office is open to such com¬
munication at other times as well, but this
effort is to provide an opportunity for those
whose schedules keep them in A Bldg, to
let us know of their thoughts.
This program will be continued for the
remainder of the fall quarter and will go on
thereafter if interest and input continues.
The format is informal; I cannot imagine
what would not be appropriate to discuss.
Problems cannot be solved unless they are
related, and we welcome hearing of them.
Resolutions may not satisfy all, but we do
want to know student concerns.
Sincerely,
Kenneth A. Harris
Dean of Students

Forfeits not fault of IBC
Dear editor:
I am writing in response to a front page
article which appeared in the October 25
issue of the College of DuPage Courier con¬
cerning the DuPage football team
forfeiting four games because of an ineligi¬
ble player. The article maintains that Il¬
linois Benedictine College officials had
misinformed CD officials as to the enroll¬
ment status of a student transferring from
our College to CD. Allegedly, in the course
of several conversations, our officials con¬
firmed the student’s status as part-time in
the Spring of 1978, thereby making him
eligible to participate in the Fall, 1978 foot¬
ball season at the College of DuPage.
Since I am concerned about the implica¬
tions of the article, I made a thorough
review of this matter with our college per¬
sonnel. While verbal exchanges did, in
fact, take place at least on one occasion, it
is difficult to substantiate the specific
nature of those exchanges.
However, there can be no question about
the fact that an official transcript of the
student’s record was sent to DuPage on Ju¬
ly 31,1978. The transcript reflects the fact
that the student had registered and enroll¬
ed as a full-time student for the Spring
semester, 1978. Long after the formal
add/drop period, the student withdrew
from one of his courses, thereby bringing

his status to part-time at the end of the
term. However, he was included in all
enrollment reports as a full-time student
for the Spring semester.
Since the official transcript had been
received by CD well in advance of the foot¬
ball season, I find it difficult to understand
how there could have been any question
about the student’s enrollment status dur¬
ing the Spring term, even if our staff had
verbally communicated that the student’s
status was part-time at the end of the Spr¬
ing term. The review of his transcript by
College of DuPage officials would have
provided ample evidence that the student
had been enrolled as a full-time student up
until April, 1978.
Illinois Benedictine College and the Col¬
lege of DuPage have enjoyed a fine work¬
ing relationship during these many years
of cooperation in DuPage County. I regret
that the tone of the newspaper article im¬
plies to your readers a lack of concern on
the part of our college with regard to
students transferring between our institu¬
tions. I hope the article will not have a
negative impact upon our future relation¬
ship.
Sincerely
Thomas J. Dyba
Executive Vice President
Illinois Benedictine College
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SG news
By Dan Bagley

The Construction Company

Comedy can pay off,
but it may take a while
By Dan Faust
After losing money as a college subsidiz¬
ed improvisational comedy group for half
a year, the Construction Company is
beginning to move up in the world of show
business.
While some are still students here, the
group is now independent of the college,
and recently was paid some $200 to come
back and perform at CD’s coffeehouse.
They have also done paid “gigs” at area
nightclubs.
The group originated out of an im¬
provisational theater class taught last
year at CD by Jim Belushi. The group
started with 14 members after April, 1978
auditions, but several of the original
players left, according to member Bryan
DeYoung, because the group wasn’t mak¬
ing any money.
Other members of the group presently
are Mike Crawford, Craig Gustafson, Mike
Farkas, Jim Russell, Renee Church and
Mike Hart (on the lights).
The company’s first performance came
during Student Activities’ 1978 Spring

Week, when they did a free show at the cof¬
feehouse. The group continued playing at
various locations over the summer.
Throughout this time, the Construction
Company mustered no courage to try to go
professional. “We just compared
ourselves to Second City,” Russell said,
and felt that by that comparison they were
not ready to go out into the competitive
world.
But then they saw another group play at
Sylvester’s (in Chicago) and believing
they had far higher quality material, audi¬
tioned at Sylvester’s. That turned out to be
the company’s first paid show.
Since then they have performed at
numerous clubs in Chicagoland. The Con¬
struction Company also airs a show on
WDCB (90.9 FM), CD’s radio station.
There next show, Dec. 4, is scheduled to in¬
clude Belushi as a guest (contact WDCB
for exact time of broadcast).
“Most of our scenes are based on sex,
religion, violence, and death,” commented
Crawford.

SPB lists false needs
Graduation requirements for the
Associate in General Studies degree
(AGS) are not correct as shown in the 197879 edition of the Student Planning Bulletin
(SPB). The requirements remain the
’ same as shown in the previous year’s SPB.
; Minimum credit hours in the four
3 general education distribution areas (comImunications, humanities,
I s c i e n c e / m a t h e m a t i c s , and
social/behavioral science) are each 10,
■1 with a minimum of 40 total credits in the
[j four areas combined. The maximum
number of credits in one subject area is 45

credit hours.
How did this happen? At publication
time for the 78-79 SPB, a proposal to alter
graduation requirements for the AGS ap¬
peared to have broad support. However,
the faculty voted Nov. 8 and 9 to uphold the
former requirements!
Jim Godshalk wishes to express his
apologies to any students adversely af¬
fected by this information. You may con¬
tact him in A2070 or phone extension 2259
for advising relative to this matter.
(The above announcement was released
by Jim Godshalk, director of guidance.)

Gutless yellow journalism
Craig Gustafson

The Peepopopolous Book of Turkeys
Ch. 14: “WHAT TO DO WITH LEFTOVER TURKEY”
All people have the problem of what to
' do with leftover turkey, except for those
who can’t afford-one to being with, and
they aren’t rich enough for me to bother
with. We shall tackle this problem
, systematically.
Live: In some areas, turkeys are so plen: tiful that many people buy two and neglect
to kill one. Of course, you could call it
i Howard and keep it for a pet, but this
I molting menace will soon make a
shambles of your lovely home. Turkeys,
true to their name (“Turkey”, not
“Howard”), knock over glasses, bum
cigarette holes in your sofa and stay for a
month without bringing their own
f toothpaste.
My advice would be to kill it, pluck it and
1 read the following section on dead turkeys.
I As for how to kill it, review chapter five,
I “Killing Your Turkey” or “Getting Gobs
I of Gobblers With a Gavel, Gat or Geek’ ’.
Dead: After the merry Thanksgiving
j- feast has been consumed and belches of
I satiated ecstacy saunter forth from the
k gratified mouths of your loved ones, you

I

can walk back to your kitchen and, with
vast pride, yell, “what the hell am I gonna
do with all this turkey???” Be calm, gentle
reader, and, yes, aware, too, that your
task is a simple one. There are many,
many ways to dispose of unwanted turkey.
A. You can mail it to Romania — col¬
lect.
B. You can take it to the Gift Exchange
department at Sears, screaming, “Look at
these shoes I bought here last week! ”
C. You can form the remains into
spheres and play ping pong, croquet or
basketball, depending on how much there
is.
D. You can send them to Idi Amin, who
will consume same with vigor, if firmly
convinced that they are human remains.
E. If you are so inclined, you could sew
it up into one very little turkey and fool
your family into thinking it s new.
F. If you are lucky enough to have a
recently deceased relative, you can stuff
the leftovers in his/her pocket just before
they close the coffin.
G. You can nail it into a small boat and
cast a dwarf adrift.
H. In the last extremity, you can take
your turkey and stuff it.

Has corruption been running rampant in
Student Government? Could it be that
some of our elected members of Student
Government have been abusing the
awesome powers of their offices and reap¬
ing the vast benefits accorded them? Is the
College of DuPage going to go down in
history as another Teapot Dome, Tamany
Hall or Watergate?
It all sounds a little ridiculous, doesn’t
it? Yet it appears that there are those that
would have us all believe just that.
A very small (2), very vocal group of
students has been trying for a couple of
weeks now to discredit Student Govern¬
ment, and is calling for the resignations
and/or impeachments of the majority of
Student Government’s membership.
These two students have been citing gross
and flagrant violations of the Student Body
Constitution, abuse of power, favoritism
and neglect of duties, just to name a few.
They seem to be intent on stirring up a
wave of student reaction to rid SG of the
power-crazed scoundrels that they claim
control it now.
Upon any serious consideration of the
specific charges, however, it becomes dif¬
ficult to take them very seriously. They
are frequently contradictory, and almost
all are based on very biased interpretation
of the Constitution. It is the general belief
of SG members and informed outside

#
f

observers that if the charges ever do get to
a hearing, they will be exposed for exactly
what they are — a lot of empty rhetoric.
Student Government is confident in the
knowledge that it has always acted in the
best interest of the students at this coUege.
SG members are proud of their record and
challenge these two students to match it.
Speaking as SG members, we feel that we
have many concrete things to show for our
hard work. We have complied fully with
both the letter and the spirit of the con¬
stitution. We have always responded to
and even asked for constructive criticism.
We are not, however, inclined to enjoy
becoming involved in petty political game
playing. We feel that a student govern¬
ment is not the place for this kind of thing,
but instead look to accomplishing wor¬
thwhile projects while we are here. If so¬
meone has a legitimate complaint against
Student Government, fine. If it’s just a
case of someone wanting to make waves
and cause trouble, though, it wastes all of
our time.
In the real world. Student Government
recognizes and congratulates newly
elected senators Katie Clemens, Joel
Lesch, Helen Petre and Ray Conmey. SG
would like to encourage and thank these
students, and wish them luck while in of¬
fice. Thanks also to all the students who
voted. We will not disappoint you.

Work World
Herb Rinehart

VALUE OF SETTING GOALS
You’re ushered into what you consider
an important job interview. You’re asked
about your career goals; what you’d like to
be doing five, 10,15 years from now. How
important is it to have a well-considered
answer on the tip of your tongue? Plenty
important, according to many area per¬
sonnel directors. Personal goals indicate
that a person has direction in life.
Employers want to know whether or not
your goals are in line with what their com¬
pany has to offer.
We know that it costs a company a cer¬
tain amount of money to train a person at
about every level. No company or business
wants to hire you unless they’re fairly sure
you’re right for the job within their
organization.
What if you do not have any long range
goals? It is a good exercise to develop
some. Think about your future. By looking
into the possibilities in your tentative
career field you will start to see a path for
yourself. Most people really do know what
they want if they give it some thought.
What you’re doing is actually taking
stock in yourself. Why not begin by char¬
ting your skills, values, priorities, and in¬
terests. Ask yourself:
1. What type of job environment do I

like?
2. What activities do I enjoy?
3. What type of people do I want to be in
contact with?
4. How does past and current job ex¬
periences relate to what I really want to
do?
5. What level of educational achieve¬
ment is really necessary to reach my
career goals?
The list of questions above is just a
sampling of the kind of questions that each
person must ask themselves at various
stages of their career development. Why
not start the process of seeking answers to¬
day?
The following companies will have
representatives on campus interviewing in
J123, the Career Planning & Placement Of¬
fice:
Tuesday, December 5: Mr. Dave Otten
from Kinney Shoes. Management
Trainees. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wednesday, December 6: Ms. Beth
Zeblick of Beeline Fashions. Accounting
and Data Processing. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Thursday, December 7: Mr. Willie
Brown of State Farm Insurance Company.
Data Processing only. 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Make interview appointments in J123, or
call 858-2800, extension 2230.

ruition up for many students,
jommunity college trustees say
One out of every three students in Illinois
public higher education will pay more tui¬
tion this year than was assessed last year,
according to a report from the Illinois
Community College Trustees Association.
College of DuPage raised its tuition 50
cents effective last September for a total of
$10.50 per quarter credit plus a $1.50 ser¬
vice fee. In comparison with the colleges
that operate on semesters (CD is on the
quarter system), this works out to $15.75 a
semester hour, or a five per cent
increase.
One out of every four community col¬
leges in the state found it necessary to in¬
crease tuition in order to keep up with the
rising cost of goods, services and
employees’ compensation. These 10 col¬
leges increased their tuition an average of
19 per cent with the lowest increase being
five per cent and the highest 33.
“Each year several Illinois community
colleges are forced to raise tuition,” said

David Viar, executive director of the Il¬
linois Community College Trustees
Association. “This happens as the boards
look at increases costs and reluctantly
decide that they must pass on some of that
increase to the students who are the
beneficiaries of the education provided.”
Community colleges are funded by a
combination of tuition, local property tax
revenues and grants from state appropria¬
tions.
“In our discussions on the state funding
formula for next year, we will stress to the
legislators that a majority of our students
faced a tuition increase this year," said
Viar. “The students value community col¬
lege education and increasingly sacrifice
more of their money to obtain this educa¬
tion. We will press the need for continued
support from the legislature and the gover¬
nor to meet the ever-rising cost of higher
education.”
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Lombard folks can walk to class —

Plum library becomes a campus
By Jeff Elijah
“Though the philosophy of a
community college is community
service, collaboration between CD
and community agencies to
develop new ways of meeting
educational needs is more unusual
that it ought to be.”
That is why, according to Lucia
Sutton, director of the Independent
Learning branch of the Alternative
Learning Unit, the cooperation

shown by the college and the Plum
Library in Lombard is both an
achievement and an example of
how effective such a partnership
can be.
The system used by CD and
Plum is a mini-version of CD’s suc¬
cessful DLL program. Plum
Library, 110 W. Maple, supplies the
building and a video machine while
CD supplies educational materials
and instructors.

Doris Schertz adjusts video equipment for Dennis
Baldwin, a Humanities 100 student, at Plum library.

Optics
Because school is important
to you and studying is serious
business, we are offering you
fit/style/comfort in your
eyewear.

Save $10 student discount
on any purchase of prescription
lenses and frames — or stop in
any time and have your present
pair of glasses cleaned and ad¬
justed at no charge.
20V2 N. Cass Ave.
Westmont, II.

971-3456

M/C and Visa accepted.

The courses offered at the
library are self-paced and mainly
video and as in the DLL, reserva¬
tions must be made to watch the
video tapes. Instructors are at the
library mornings and some even¬
ings.
The reasons people might prefer
taking classes at Plum Library are
similar to those of DLL students
here. Adults may feel uncomfor¬
table going to class with younger
students; they may work full time
or have young children at home,
which makes going to school the
conventional way difficult, if not
impossible; students may simply
prefer self-paced courses, feeling
they can work more quickly and ef¬
fectively on their own.
Since CD serves such a wide
area, the addition of another
source of college credit is conve¬
nient for many people.
“We are opening up college op¬
portunities for people who other¬
wise would not consider beginning
or continuing their college educa¬
tion,” said Mrs. Sutton.
Kathy Brenniman, an English in¬
structor involved in the program,
said that most of her students are
going to take another self-paced
course. She agrees with the con¬
sensus of those involved with this
venture that individualized learn¬
ing is a growing concept and may
be the style of education in the
future.
/
“I like the discussion and feed¬
back in the classroom, but I also
like helping students on a one-toone basis. It is easier to work on
specific problems individually.”
The College of DuPage — Plum
Library Learning Center began
through the combined efforts of
Extension College, the CD Learn¬
ing Resources Center, and the
ALU. The system of Black Hawk
J.C. in Moline, Ill, which has been
in existence for three years, was
used as a guide. The program at
Plum was initiated last
September, with 50 to 60 students
participating during the fall
quarter.
Mrs. Sutton said that she hopes
the program can eventually be ex¬
panded both at Plum Library and
also to other libraries in DuPage
County.
They are hoping to add a small
discussion seminar for English
Literature, consisting of four or
five students.
Currently, building construction
at the library is complicating mat¬
ters but not dampening the im¬
pressive enthusiasm of all con¬
cerned.
For information on what courses
are being offered winter quarter
and how to register, check P. 10 of
the winter quarterly.

Tuesday’s blood drive for CD alumnus Neil Massey col¬
lected a total of 68 pints. According to the office of health
services, about 90 volunteers showed up to give blood but
many were refused because they had colds or sore
throats.

Kappa offers tour choices

cheon would be $1 per student
which would be paid at the time ol
sign up. For those attending the
Art Institute there would be a $1
admission charge.
Sign-up will be in A3081 from 8:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Fri¬
day beginning Dec. 4 through Fri¬
day, Dec. 15.
For further information, contact
Richard Smith at either A3127 or
858-2800, ext. 2321, or Nancy
Svoboda at either A3081 or 858-2800,
ext. 2046.

Kappa Student Activities, under
the direction of Richard Smith,
economics instructor, is planning
various tours in Chicago on Tues¬
day, Dec. 19. Students will have a
choice of attending the Federal
Reserve Bank or Quaker Oats Kit¬
chens at 9:30-10:30 a.m. Then at
10:45 tours'will be held at the Art
Institute and the Board of Trade,
and at the Rookery at 12:30. There
will be a luncheon at the Bicenten¬
nial Cafeteria in Sears Tower.
The cost of the tours and lun¬

He definitely needs help
Smith’s art lab.
“I need an organizer,” Smith
emphasized. “I don’t need so¬
meone who’s not organized I
already have that—that’s me! ”
What he needs is someone who is
honest and responsible, and who
can do a little typing, a little phone
answering and some general pick¬
up work.
To be eligible, a student must
carry at least 12 hours during >
quarter. Smith’s phone number is
ext. 2068 but since his hours in the
office are irregular, any interested
students might try to reach him
through the Sigma office, ext. 2056
or could send him a note through
the campus mail at box 199.

There’s bad luck and there’s ter¬
rible luck and so far, Willard
Smith’s luck has been terrible
when it comes to getting an art
assistant.
Smith teaches two art courses at
CD as well as two jewelry courses
and needs a student to help out
about 14 hours per week. While
that may no sound like much to
ask, Smith says auto accidents,
over-loaded schedules and con¬
flicts at home have cost him the
student workers he might have had
during the fall quarter.
However, he’s not giving up and
so the search is on for someone
who can stick around, doing a little
bit of this and a little bit of that in

Happy Holidays from

North Central College

in Naperville

We welcome CD transfers. \(
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By Mark Plotke and Maureen Murrin

Roving Reporter

at is your term paper titled and why did you pick it?

CAROLJAQUES
“ ‘Career Development’, in
rder to find what field I’m inrested in,”

CATHY MOORE
“I’m researching a speech on
the Salvation Army, because I
have to do a speech to actuate
and everyone else is asking for
money.”

VIRGINIA RUNGE
“ ‘Women Journalists in the
Media,’ because I’m interested in
women’s careers.”

New building gets No. 1 priority
Continued from Page 1
le

element to the community” and
“offering a structured sequence of
curriculum,” McAninch said.
The first business of the college,
continued, is education. He defined
education as a structured cur¬
riculum including transfer classes,
vocational classes and GED
(remedial) classes. McAninch said
he does not support the funding of
recreational (personal interest)
classes.
McAninch also commented that,
for work on the new building, the
college Is committed to the same

problem McAninch will
to contend with is the fact
although the number of
ents is rising, the revenue that
e students generate is decreasThis is because the majority of
e new students are part-time,
curriculum monitoring pron is one way that McAninch
s to deal with the influx of
ents. This program would call
student to be advised once, at
:h time that student would
se a planned curriculum. The
rams would then be monitored
CHRISTMAS CONCERT
computer; a new schedule
d be sent out each quarter. If
The 12th annual Christmas Con¬
tudent stayed on the schedule, cert will be held at 8:15 p.m. Sun¬
would be no need for re- day in the Performing Arts Center.
Major works will be the Poulenc
sement.
mmunity colleges should func- Gloria and Robert Shaw’s The
somewhere between the Many Moods of Christmas. Com¬
■y of being “community based munity Chorus and orchestra will
point of acting as a resource perform. Admission is free.

J?4 Datsun B210 - body and interior
icellent; dependable transmispn; 4-speed; AM/FM radio; new
pel-belted radials; new battery;
ledsclutch. $1,100. Call 969-1449.

Chrysler 1977 LeBaron V8-318, 2
door, vinyl top, air conditioning,
power brakes and steering, 1
owner.$4,750 orbestoffer.Call4696051 after6p.m.

ped transportation to CD from norjeast side of Glen Ellyn. Will share

las expenses. Call 469-2325.
fvie posters and color stills. Acposters used at the theatres,
pniples include Grease, Jaws 2
1 Buddy Holly Story. For informaI", call Rob, 920-1472 on
ekends.

Pregnant? And you didn’t mean to
be? Birthright can help you. Free,
confidential service. Call anytime,
968-6668.
“Good Times” Rock. Looking for a
band? Grand Junction offers a varie¬
ty of top 40, disco and oldies but
goodies. Call Kathy for details at
386-0900.

I5 Fiat 128 with new Pirellie steelI'ed radials; 38,000 miles; front
leel drive; Z-Barted; new brakes;
[l/FM stereo; 4-speed; $1,500. Call
J-1449.

Part-time cashier. Monday-Friday,
5:30-8:30 p.m.; every other Saturday,
9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. and 3 Sundays per
month, noon-5 p.m. We will train.
Guaranteed at least 20 hours per
|r|ine passenger screeners, week. M. Hyman and Son Men’s
[Hare Airport. STUDENTS — Look¬ Store. Call Mr. Thwing, 495-3150.
er a flexible full or part-time
sition? Need college cash for
For sale: 1974 Pinto, 4-speed, ex¬
lurself ... for the kids? It's easy
cellent condition, good gas
1 an Andy Frain airline passenger
jreener. Hours to fit your mileage. 963-9679.
"edule. Interesting, responsible
sitions available at the world's
pest and busiest airport. It’s a
pat way to earn . . . and the jobs
here today. Salaries begin at
r° Per hour. Come in and apply,
ynday-Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. AnFrain, Inc., 1221 North LaSalle
■ Chicago, 943-8989.

58-inch long blond bedroom
dresser. $40 or best offer. 832-3360.
Manual Olympia typewriter for sale.
Older model but good condition.
$15.469-7276.

architect who designed A Bldg. In
fact, the building is already design¬
ed and any changes now would on¬
ly delay construction, he added.
In the area of campus beautifica¬
tion, McAninch said, “I’ve seen
nicer campuses.” He added that he
would like the campus to look good.
McAninch plans no immediate
changes upon taking office. He in¬
tends to spend the first six months
reviewing the situation.
He will hold three more
meetings, the next one for students
at 4 p.m. today in A3089.

KEN HAYES
“I’m doing a multi-media term
project entitled ‘Hicks In Space,’
a fictitious spoof to fulfill re¬
quirements.”

STEVE KRANZ
“ ‘Getting Into The Stock
Market,’ because I’m interested
in it and there seems to be a lot of
information on it.”

Student Activities presents

Wednesday Movie Series
Dec. 6

Steelyard Blues
Dec. 13 Swept Away

Wednesdays in
AH06 at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.
Free Admission.

fy student Activities

Northern offers
scholarships
Northern Illinois University
Alumni Association is offering
scholarships or grants to students
who will be attending Northern Il¬
linois University on a full-time
basis for the fall and spring
semester of 1979-80 year.
Also, Northern Illinois Universi¬
ty has established a scholarship
program for outstanding com¬
munity college students known as
the University Scholar Award.
Students should contact the
Financial Aid Office, K-126, for
more information.
JOBHUNTING?
Information on resume writing
and how to write that all important
letter of application can be found in
PICS, J134B. It also has tips on in¬
terviewing, too.

r

RESTAURANT & DISCOTHEQUE

Sunday
Nickel drinks 9-11 p.m.

Wednesday

Hypnotist show at 9:30 p.m.

Friday, Saturday
Drink coupon with admission

8-9 p.m.

You must be 21 to enter.
1732 Ogden, Downers Grove

CD Alumni Association

BOOK SALE
All new books
and all 50% off retail price
FICTION
NON-FICTION

CRAFTS
BESTSELLERS
RELIGIOUS

CHILDREN’S
SPORTS

Tuesday and Wednesday, Dec. 5 & 6, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. in A1013
Thursday, Dec. 7, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Campus Center
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-As we all know

In anticipation of the usual winter conditions at the col¬
lege, crews set to work laying snow fences on the da)
before Thanksgiving. This spot along North A Drive bears
the brunt of much of the northerly weather since there«
little else in the area to break the wind. It may not havt
seemed cold enough or windy enough to bother win
them last week but sure enough, five days later the cam
pus was ankle-deep for the first time this winter. And nov,
the snow fences look so natural that it is hard to belies
they haven’t been there all along.

Photos by Darin Van Witzenburg

Meanwhile
The wind may be howling and the snow may be blowing but it certainly isn t evi¬
dent inside the CD greenhouses. Hanging plants, plants in pots, ivies, succulents,
cacti, wandering jew, fisherman’s pipe, philodendron — the names alone are
enough to make one forget what season it is. Last week a plant shop opened in one
of the greenhouses. It is run by the Horticulture Club and will eventually have cut
flowers for sale in addition to the usual plants. During the Christmas season,
wreaths and holiday arrangements will also be available.

Some people are out on their skiis at the drop of a
This student spent part of Monday morning on th?
snow behind the Courier barn.
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All-Conference teams chosen
By Larry LoVetere
The Chaparral football season
as been over a couple weeks now,
at that doesn’t mean that coach
ob MacDougall isn’t a busy man.
Eight after the season ended, the
laches got together and chose the
ayers who would comprise the
11-Conference first and second
a ms. The Chaps placed five
illplayers on the first team, six
i the second and two players
iceived honorable mention.
Kicker Bret Homey placed first
iam, as did tight end Pat Shanon, wide receiver Gus Pasquini,
neman Mark Orzula and
leveland West, who won the honor
ir the second straight year.
On the second team were
illback Scott Connell, offensive
nemen Jeff Pace and Roy
arlisch, defensive lineman Mark
[organ, defensive back Kurt Weile and freshman linebacker Kevin
ohnson.

Freshman defensive lineman
ete Sellen and first-year flanker
arryl Weatherspoon received
onorable mention.

Just about all of the sophomores
are attracting offers from fouryear colleges, and MacDougall
commented on their chances of
continuing their football careers at
other schools.
“We’ve got an obligation to the
kids that are already here. We’ll
take care of them first. About eight
will get full scholarships and some
others will receive partial scholar¬
ships. The kids are pretty much
undecided right now, though,” said
MacDougall. “Some of them made
up their minds which schools they
wouldn’t visit, I think that shows
maturity. They’re not going to
waste that school’s money by fly¬
ing him out there when the kid’s
not really interested.”
Some big name schools have
been in to visit MacDougall and the
players. Schools like Arizona, who
belong to the Pacific-Ten con¬
ference. It helps a player’s motiva¬
tion if he thinks a big school will
recruit him. It keeps him going,
trying to reach for a little extra
pie.
MacDougall is going to be check¬
ing out the sophomore market very
heavily this winter, hoping to find

Gus Pasquini shows the world one of the many recep¬
tions that he had this past year for DuPage. Pasquini
finished the season with 22 receptions for 529 yards and
eight touchdowns. Pasquini was named first team AllConference.

First-year coach Chuck Wan¬
e’s main concern right now for
is men’s gymnastic team is getng more men involved in the
ymnastie program.
“The team seems pretty shakey
ecause we don’t have enough men
for the team,” state Wanner.
Tesently the team consists of
Wan and Brad Fraunfelter work¬
's rings, Ed Seaman-all around,
'ike Curtis and Dave Anderson.
The new coach is a performing
°ach and has had a lot of ex€rience including coaching at
University of Illinois — Circle

Campus, Camp Sukara and had
his own girls gymnastic team. He
also stated that he has been
through competition many times
and also tried out for the Olympic
team.
The coach is working mainly on
individual performances rather
than all-around to get his team
prepared for their upcoming meet
at Central Michigan December 2.
“My main goal is just to get peo¬
ple interested,” stated Wanner.
The team practices on Tuesday
and Thursday from 2-4 p.m. in the
gym.

Cage Chaparrals good
enough to go and see

some good ballplayers who would
like to play for DuPage, players
who are not satisfied with the
school they’re at.
Last year, he came up with a
bumper crop of players that
became key contributors in what
might have been DuPage’s finest
season ever.
MacDougall found Gus Pasquini,
who wasn’t happy at St. John’s of
Minnesota. He came home to play
for the Chaps and ended up AllConference. Gus caught 22 passes
for 592 yards and scored eight
touchdowns.
Blocking on the line this past
season was Mark Orzula, who likes
to hit people. He returned home all
the way from the Missouri Tigers
to end up an All-Conference
lineman for the Chaps.
Overall the year was, with one
big exception, satisfying for the
Chaparrals.
According to DuPage sources,
the team finished with its best
record ever, 8-1. The big exception,
of course, was the ruling that forc¬
ed CD’s record to 4-5 in the books.
Nevertheless, the Chaps got the
last laugh, as conference champ
Harper lost the Midwest Bowl to
Rochester, Minn. 19-13.

VARSITY HOCKEY TRYOUTS
Varsity hockey tryouts for the
College of DuPage will be during
the week of Dec. 11 from 12-2 p.m.
at the Downers Grove Icearena,
Walnut and Maple Aves., Downers
Grove.
Tryouts will start Monday, Dec.
11 and run through Friday, Dec. 15.
All players trying out for the
team must have evidence of a re¬
cent physical examination before
being allowed to participate.
Herb Salberg returns to coach
CD for another promising year.
Last year’s squad grabbed the
Region TV title before losing to
Port Huron in the Inter-Regional
finals.

DuPage fullback Scott Connell takes the pitch from qb Kevin Ahlgren. Connell was
named second-team All-Conference, as the big back filled in amiably in needed shortyardage situations. Photos by Steve Woltmann
,
.

Gymnastics team needs men

jGA

By Pete Garvey
I suppose that trying to write this column at 8:30 at night isn’t exact¬
ly too easy. In fact, I really didn’t have any ideas this week.
I’ll bet that would have been a relief for some. But nevertheless, the
show must goon!
I just got off of the phone with Don Klaas, who I think will make Dick
Walters’ DuPage coaching record look like Germany’s record in
World Wars.
At any rate, with the basketball Chaparrals whipping Olive-Harvey
late Tuesday 88-78, the team has suddenly won five in row. I’ll wager
anyone around that if anybody thought that after the short recruiting
time that Klaas had that the team would be 5-0, well, get the nets and
the men in the white coats ready.
But this is a different team. Past DuPage teams sure could run and
run and run, but what else could they do? Not a whole hell of a lot.
Everybody expected the Chaparrals to incorporate the old Chicago
Bulls’ offense, where the only running done was to your car after the
game. Against Richland Center, it was the Roadrunners versus the
Chaparrals, which some tell me is a bird, too. I think it is a
tumbleweed, but that is beyond the point.
Both squads came out spitting fire and smoke, and as Klaas said,
“Richland tried to run with us and we wore them out because of it."
Verdict: DuPage 91, Richland 68.
Or how about against Harper, who used the fast break too? An 80-82
win for the Chaparrals.
Or against Olive-Harvey? Everybody knows how slick the basket¬
ball is played in the city, and Olive-Harvey is no exception. They are a
quick, young team with mucho speedo.
Well, let’s take a look here.
I see an 88-78 win for DuPage and CD had six players scoring in dou¬
ble figures. It figures, because the Chaps have had extremely balanc¬
ed scoring all season and show no signs of letting up.
Exactly just what the heck I’m getting at is the old Garvey song and
dance about asking more folks to attend the games at home.
There was a modest crowd at the first four home games, but there
are two sides to the gym. Just a few more bodies in there and maybe
Don Klaas won’t feel like he has had to fill the shoes left by God
himself.
Next Tuesday is the next home game. It’s versus Thornton and
starts at 7:30 p.m. Be there. Aloha.

Graham and three Kickers
earn regional soccer honors
By Pete Garvey
The season may be over for the
DuPage soccer team, but good
things keep happening for Coach
Bob Graham’s soccermen.
Not only for the team, but for
Graham as well. The first-year
coach of the Chaparrals was nam¬
ed Region IV (Illinois) Coach of the
Year by a panel of region soccer
coaches.
Also honored on the CD team
were forward Steve Barg, and
backs Gary Dini and Jim Tomei.
These three were named to the 12man All-State squad.
Graham, who was named by CD
Athletic Director Dr. Joseph
Palmieri as head coach last
February, led the Chaparrals to
the state title, where DuPage
defeated No. 1-ranked Lewis and
Clarke 3-1.
Graham replaced Bill Pehrson
as head coach. Pehrson resigned
after last season following con¬
flicts with Palmieri and decided to
devote full time to teaching here at
CD.
From 1974 through 1976, Graham
was an assistant coach under
Pehrson. He then left to attend
Northern Illinois grad school and
attain his Masters Degree in

GYMNASTICS: S.O.S.
An all-out S.O.S. is being sent-out
for any student interested in being
a member of the CD men’s gym¬
nastics team. Members are badly
needed if the team is to compete
fully this season.
New coach Chuck Wanner will
lead a team of five (so far) into the
1978 season, which opens up Satur¬
day, Dec. 2 at Central Michigan.
Last season saw three members of
the team selected to participate in
national tourney, held in Texas.
Practices are on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 2-4 p.m. in the
gym on campus.
Bob Graham

Physical Education, which he
received last June.
Barg, a sophomore transfer
from Indiana University, used his
quick reactions to help CD to a 13-6
record. Dini and Tomei donated
their superior defensive abilities to
a squad that had more than one
goal against it in a game only once
this season. Five of CD's six losses
were by the unfortunate score of 10.

Chaparral fullback Gary
Dini storms up field. Dini was
named to the All-State soc¬
cer squad, along with fellow
fullback Jim Tomei and for¬
ward Steve Barg. CD coach
Bob Graham was named
Coach of the Year.
BOWLING LEAGUE
Anyone interested in joining a
bowling league should contact Ann
Ryan-Schuster in the College of
DuPage Acitivities Office, 8582800, ext. 2243.
League play will be at the Naper¬
ville Sports Bowl, Wednesday’s at
3 p.m. For full stime students only.
The league is being co-sponsored
by Pabst Brewery, who will
assume the cost of sending a cham¬
pionship team to Milwaukee for
playoffs. Other benefits include
team shirts, reduced cost of bowl¬
ing and reduced cost of Pabst beer
at the Sports Bowl.
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Chaparrals scorch way to 5-0
First two
~
wins show
changed style

131,...

.

..

.

..J Cagers win
crown m
own tourney

By Kevin Courtney
Two semi-impressive wins opened up the
1978 season for the DuPage cagers. Rookie
coach Don Klaas was faced with the
dubious task of getting off on any kind of
foot versus his old school in the opener,
Richland Center.
What was supposed to be a tight defen¬
sive battle turned out to be a complete
DuPage runaway, as the Chaparrals
changed offensive styles. The 91-68 CD win
brought back the traditional run and gun
Chaparral offense and buried, at least
temporarily, Klaas’ ball control game.
Forward George White, 6’, 5” led the
winners with 23 points and was backed up
by Andy Burton and Jim Daniel (17) and
gangly center Mark Shannon (16).
Even with a 47-39 lead at halftime, the
Chaparrals were outshot from the floor, 5231 per cent. Only the sparkling play of Billy
“Bullet” Carter off the bench helped
DuPage hold the eight-point halftime
spread.
Only a nip and tuck first half could have
led way to a wild second period.
CD gunned out by scoring at will, using a
variety of Klaas-coached typical strong
defenses and getting super contribution
from the bench in the form of Scott
Kalkofen, Mike Hunter and Kent Katterjohn. If a Dave Corzine lookalike contest
were held, the original Corzine would
come in second to Katterjohn, a 6’-7” red¬
wood, er, redhead.
Although Richland came within four
with eight minutes left, CD’s charisma
and
just
plain
outrunning
the
Roadrunners spelled doom for the
visitors.
“Richland tried to run with us and we
wore them out because of it,” explained
Klaas.
Klaas said that he was “very thankful
for the win,” but noted that his band of
sophomores has some work to do.
“A lot of areas we have to work on defen¬
sively,” said Klaas. “We were not ag¬
gressive enough and not rebounding.”
The Chaparals made their next game
versus Morton look like a scene from a
muscle beach movie, finishing the game in
the first fifteen minutes enroute to an 81-58
win and a 2-0 ledger.
Morton’s Panthers, whose bright orange
uniforms should take a one-way trip to the
cleaners, were stunned with a full-court
press, courtesy of the Chaparrals.
In fact, the hawklike defense allowed on¬
ly four points in 14 minutes and a blazing 19
for the entire first half.
On the other side of the floor, the Chaps
clicked for 15 unanswered points midway
in the first half to put things out of reach
earlier than expected.
Three Chaps scored in double-figures.
Andy Burton led everybody with 21, while
George White scored 14 and Jim Daniel
chipped in for 11.
Again, Scott Kalkofen, a 6’-2” forward,
made a name for himself in the second half
by physically taking charge on the court.
Many bodies were in his wake on each
charge up the floor.
Although Morton did outscore CD 39-38
in the second half, Klaas noted the letup.
“It is tough to be motivated when you
are whipping a team by that much,” said
Klaas.

Underneath the hair and inside jersey no. 45 is CD’s Kent Katter¬
john, here scoring two points for the evening in the Chaparral s 81-58
victory over Morton. Morton was victim no. two, and three more follow¬
ed after them. DuPage is now 5-0.

By Pete Garvey
Following DuPage’s 81-58 win over Mor
ton, CD coach Don Klaas noted that the
real test for his 2-0 team would not only be
in DuPage’s own invitational, but especial¬
ly against Lake County, the Chap’s firstgame foe.
Provided with a win versus the muscular
Lancers, DuPage would have to face
either Waubonsee or Harper, both of which
can give any coach nightmares of fastbreaks.
It was the Lancers and Harper’s Hawks
that will be having the nightmares for
while, as the Chaparrals showed how
defense should be played in having some
fun with Lake County, 79-52 and winning
the gold for the tourney by beating Harper
80-65.
To add to it all, Andy Burton led all
scorers with 27 points for the evening as
the Chaparrals salted away victory No. 3
In the mean time, Waubonsee was
scalped by Harper, 86-54, to set up CD's
first N4C match of the year, also for the
tournament crown.
Looking at CD’s record in their own in¬
vitational, things didn’t look to promising.
Only last year did DuPage win the tourney
for the first time ever. So squaring off
against a bunch of tall trees like the Hawks
kept CD thinking a bit.
With Andy Burton being able to score on¬
ly four by intermission, with the Chapar¬
rals taking shots that didn’t even hit the
backboard and with Harper’s Brad
Sinclair hitting from the twilight zone, CD
managed only a 36-35 lead at halftime.
Mark Shannon flipped-in 14 in the first half
to keep DuPage afloat. He also matched
that with 11 rebounds.
The second half brought back the usual
stingy Chap defense that fans will grow ti
know and love every minute of. DuPagt
held Harper scoreless for the first five
minutes of the second half and pulled awa;
to a commanding lead.

Andy Burton finally woke up, and finish!
ed with 23 points to keep on a hot hand
Shannon grabbed the hero’s laurels by rip¬
ping for 28, a career high. Jim Cooney
followed-up the attack with 11 points.
“We pressed the whole game and the;
got tired,” said Klaas.
Explaining CD’s second-straigk
DuPage Invitational crown, Klaas sail
that it was the Chaparral defense that wo
it.

Three Morton Panthers get out-positioned by DuPage’s George
White (42) and back in there someplace is Kent Katterjohn. Here White
tips in for two as the Chaparrals defeated Morton.

Late Tuesday

—

The Chaparrals next open up with i
series of contest with N4C foes, as t#
season gets into full swing. December 5,1
Tuesday, brings much-improved Thornto
to DuPage. Then on Friday, Dec. 8, Roc
Valley sends their band of Trojans here ft
another N4C test. All DuPage hoffl
games start at 7:30 p.m.

Olive-Harvey latest victim of Chaps
_

By Pete Garvey
The DuPage Chaparrals have surprised
everybody by extending their winning
streak to five with an 88-78 win over OliveHarvey. The victory moved CD out to 5-0
»r the season.
for
In a game played late Tuesday afternoon
i
v n.il/.H»
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at Malcolm
X
College, the
Chaparrals used
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l- v\
what
coach
Donl*o
Klaas called “a nmar
super firet
first
half” enroute to the win. At the end of the
first half, CD enjoyed a 42-24 margin.
“It was sure a crazy afternoon,” com¬
mented Klaas. No kidding. The game,
scheduled for
scueuuicu
ivi 2:30 at Olive-Harvey, was
—
suddenly changed to Malcolm X College at
a*™
4:30. That’c
That’s nnit*
quite a hit.
bit nf
of travel, and bv
by
bus, things can get a bit tiring, especially
travelling down the Eisenhower Ex¬
pressway.
After making O-H look like a pack of un¬
skilled street players, the Chaps suffered a
letdown, something that has happened a
few times this year when the team has big
first half leads. The CD defense, which has
played outstanding for the first five
games, bent a little bit and gave up 38
points for the day to Lee Cummings.
Although the Chaps gave Cummings only
11 at the half, he exploded for 27 secondhalf nninta

And speaking of points, Mark Shannj
kept up his hot hand by tossing in 23 for W
Chaparrals. Shannon was one of a host ®
CDers who scored in double-figures. Burton (17), Jim Daniel (13), Georg
White (11), Jim Cooney (10) and
Carter (10) contributed to the Du
cause. Tracy Scott also had four points'
the Chaps.

Alumni Hockey Game
Any College of DuPage alumni hoc*
players interested in playing against
year’s varsity team should contact coa
Herb Salberg at 858-2800, ext. 2362'
Tom Hull at 627-0871.
The game will be played at 7:30 PFriday, January 5 at the Downers W
Icearena, Walnut and Maple ^
Downers Grove.

